CAMPAIGN FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
Financial Report to Brittany Yeates, City Recorder of Ferron, Emery County, Utah

Full name of candidate: Chris Winn

Street Address: 535 W Canyon Ln  Ferron, Utah 84523

Name of Office: _____________________________________________________________

If candidate receives or spends $500 or less report the total amount of all contributions and expenditures:

Total contributions: $ ________  Total Expenditures: $ ________

(If a candidate receives an anonymous cash donation that is over $50
It must be deposited into the general fund or donated to a 501(c)(3) organization.)

If candidate receives or spends $500 or more:

1. Total Contributions of donors from Form A  $__________
2. Total campaign expenses from Form B  $__________
3. Balance at the end of the reporting period  $__________

Date: 12-04-19

(Signature of Candidate)